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Operations for All Aircraft 

ACPP Cross-Country Procedures  
Refer to Crew Procedures Training documents located in the Library > Crew Procedures 
Training. 

Approved Airspace for Training 
Approval from Flight Ops will be required for all training flights being conducted within Class B or 
C airspace where an ATP location is not located.  

Authorized Aircraft Occupants 
Unless approved through Admin, only persons listed below are authorized on flights in ATP's 
aircraft. 
 

● Current students 
● Current instructors 
● Flight examiners 
● ATP mechanics 

 
Training and checkride flights in each of the ATP training environments do not require 
coordination with Flight Operations, and will consist of an instructor / student or an examiner / 
applicant. No one is allowed to occupy the back seat of any ATP aircraft while flight training is 
being conducted. 

Braking while Taxiing  
The use of aircraft brakes during taxi should be done only while power is at idle. Do not ride the 
brakes with a power setting above idle while taxiing. 

Carburetor Heat Usage 
Not all carburetors are located in the same place on all engines. This is especially true for single 
engine aircraft. Because of engine position, engine size or engine cowl shape, not all 
carburetors are surrounded by a heat-producing component of the engine. Nor is the inducted 
air passing through or near a heat source. Therefore carburetor icing is a prime concern. Flight 
instructors who teach in aircraft with carbureted engines need to review conditions conducive to 
carburetor icing and procedures for the use of carburetor heat. 
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Single engine aircraft manufacturers (especially Cessna) state that “carburetor heat should be 
applied prior to any significant power reduction or closing of the throttle”.  
 
FOLLOW THE CHECKLIST for the airplane you are flying!! 
 
Instructors flying in ATP aircraft will use all of the manufacturer’s recommendation for keeping 
our aircraft engine running properly. The Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge contains 
very important information with regard to carburetor icing and icing prevention. The following is 
an excerpt from that publication:  
 

The reduced air pressure, as well as the vaporization of fuel, contributes to the 
temperature decrease in the carburetor. Ice generally forms in the vicinity of the throttle 
valve and in the venturi throat. This restricts the flow of the fuel/air mixture and reduces 
power. If enough ice builds up, the engine may cease to operate. Carburetor ice is most 
likely to occur when temperatures are below 70 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) or 21 degrees 
Celsius (°C) and the relative humidity is above 80 percent. Due to the sudden cooling 
that takes place in the carburetor, icing can occur even with temperatures as high as 100 
°F (38 °C) and humidity as low as 50 percent. This temperature drop can be as much as 
60 to 70 °F (15 to 21 °C). Therefore, at an outside air temperature of 100 °F (37 °C), a 
temperature drop of 70 °F (21 °C) results in an air temperature in the carburetor of 30 °F 
(-1 °C).  
 
The first indication of carburetor icing in an aircraft with a fixed-pitch propeller is a 
decrease in engine rpm, which may be followed by engine roughness. In an aircraft with 
a constant-speed propeller, carburetor icing is usually indicated by a decrease in 
manifold pressure, but no reduction in rpm. Propeller pitch is automatically adjusted to 
compensate for loss of power. Thus, a constant rpm is maintained. Although carburetor 
ice can occur during any phase of flight, it is particularly dangerous when using reduced 
power during a descent. Under certain conditions, carburetor ice could build unnoticed 
until power is added. To combat the effects of carburetor ice, engines with float-type 
carburetors employ a carburetor heat system. 
 
Carburetor Heat 
Carburetor heat is an anti-icing system that preheats the air before it reaches the 
carburetor, and is intended to keep the fuel/air mixture above the freezing temperature to 
prevent the formation of carburetor ice. Carburetor heat can be used to melt ice that has 
already formed in the carburetor if the accumulation is not too great, but using carburetor 
heat as a preventative measure is the better option. Additionally, the use of carburetor 
heat as an alternate air source can be used if the intake filter clogs such as in sudden or 
unexpected airframe icing conditions. The carburetor heat should be checked during the 
engine runup. When using carburetor heat, follow the manufacturer’s recommendations.  
 
When conditions are conducive to carburetor icing during flight, periodic checks should 
be made to detect its presence. If detected, full carburetor heat should be applied 
immediately, and it should be left in the ON position until the pilot is certain all the ice 
has been removed. If ice is present, applying partial heat or leaving heat on for an 
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insufficient time might aggravate the situation. In extreme cases of carburetor icing, even 
after the ice has been removed, full carburetor heat should be used to prevent further ice 
formation. If installed, a carburetor temperature gauge is useful in determining when to 
use carburetor heat. 
 
Whenever the throttle is closed during flight, the engine cools rapidly and vaporization of 
the fuel is less complete than if the engine is warm. Also, in this condition, the engine is 
more susceptible to carburetor icing. If carburetor icing conditions are suspected and 
closed-throttle operation anticipated, adjust the carburetor heat to the full ON position 
before closing the throttle and leave it on during the closed-throttle operation. The heat 
will aid in vaporizing the fuel and help prevent the formation of carburetor ice. 
Periodically, open the throttle smoothly for a few seconds to keep the engine warm; 
otherwise, the carburetor heater may not provide enough heat to prevent icing. 
 
The use of carburetor heat causes a decrease in engine power, sometimes up to 15 
percent, because the heated air is less dense than the outside air that had been entering 
the engine. This enriches the mixture. When ice is present in an aircraft with a fixed-pitch 
propeller and carburetor heat is being used, there is a decrease in rpm, followed by a 
gradual increase in rpm as the ice melts. The engine also should run more smoothly 
after the ice has been removed. If ice is not present, the rpm will decrease and then 
remain constant. When carburetor heat is used on an aircraft with a constant speed 
propeller and ice is present, a decrease in the manifold pressure will be noticed, followed 
by a gradual increase. If carburetor icing is not present, the gradual increase in manifold 
pressure will not be apparent until the carburetor heat is turned off. 
 
It is imperative for a pilot to recognize carburetor ice when it forms during flight because 
a loss of power, altitude, and/or airspeed will occur. These symptoms may sometimes be 
accompanied by vibration or engine roughness. Once a power loss is noticed, immediate 
action should be taken to eliminate ice already formed in the carburetor, and to prevent 
further ice formation. This is accomplished by applying full carburetor heat, which will 
cause a further reduction in power, and possibly engine roughness as melted ice goes 
through the engine. These symptoms may last from 30 seconds to several minutes, 
depending on the severity of the icing. During this period, the pilot must resist the 
temptation to decrease the carburetor heat usage. Carburetor heat must remain in the 
full-hot position until normal power returns. 
 
Since the use of carburetor heat tends to reduce the output of the engine and to 
increase the operating temperature, carburetor heat should not be used when full power 
is required (as during takeoff) or during normal engine operation, except to check for the 
presence or to remove carburetor ice. 

Disposal of Sumped Waste Fuel 
The fuel sample taken during the preflight inspection must be discarded in a manner prescribed 
by the local airport procedures.  
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● Sumped fuel may not be placed back into the fuel tanks unless using the GATS 
fuel sampler jar. 

● Never, under any circumstances, allow any sumped fuel to come in contact with  
any part of the aircraft exterior. This will cause damage. 

● Find an approved receptacle to dump waste fuel in the proximity to the airplane. There 
should be one closeby at every airport fuel dispensing facility. Most airports and states 
have policies or laws prohibiting discarding sumped fuel on the ramp or ground. In some 
cases, fines exceeding $10,000 can be imposed for those found dumping fuel on the 
ground. Contact the FBO to have a container installed if there isn't one closeby. 

Duration of Flight 
The maximum duration of flight is based on the airplane’s fuel tank capacity: 
 

● Multiengine aircraft: 3 hours 30 minutes 
● Single-engine aircraft with 48 gallons or more useable fuel: 3 hours 30 minutes 
● Single-engine aircraft with less than 48 gallons useable fuel: 2 hours 30 minutes 

 
Flight duration is measured with the “OFF/ON” Hobbs meter. If a flight lesson is expected to 
take longer than the maximum duration, or if unexpected delays will extend the flight past the 
limitation, a fuel stop is required. 

Electronic Checklists Prohibited 
Use of electronic checklists in ATP aircraft is prohibited. This includes both the Checklist feature 
in ForeFlight as well as PDFs displayed on the iPad. Only paper, printed checklists are 
acceptable for use while operating the aircraft. These include ATP-provided checklists and 
those found in the aircraft’s POH/AFM. 

Firearm Policy 
Firearms of any type are not permitted in or around any ATP property, including training centers, 
aircraft, housing, or any ATP-sponsored event. This policy applies to all students, instructors, 
employees, and visitors. 

Flight Tracker Procedure 
Click the link to view a full description and instructions for ATP Flight Tracker Procedures.  

Fuel Policy 
Full fuel tanks are required for each flight unless prevented by operational necessity. If it is 
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necessary to depart with less than full tanks, but all available aircraft are fully fueled, use an 
aircraft for a training flight and then refuel it to the appropriate level when it returns. Defueling 
ATP aircraft is prohibited. 

Go-Around Policy 
There have been a number of landing incidents and accidents in the last few years in ATP 
training aircraft. All would have likely been prevented by a timely decision to go-around. This 
go-around policy will help prevent future landing incidents and accidents.  
 
Go-arounds are a required PTS maneuver just like steep turns, stalls, short-field landings, etc. 
They must be trained to proficiency early and reinforced often just like other required 
maneuvers. Go-arounds are a normal part of flight training and are expected often during 
training, and anytime stable approach and landing criteria aren’t met thereafter.  This applies to 
both new and experienced pilots.  
 
Conditions for mandatory go-around: 

● Excessive Floating Beyond 1000’ 
● Balloon 
● Bounce 
● Attempted nosewheel touchdown 
● Off centerline 
● Not longitudinally aligned 
● Excessive AOA (nose high, tail low) 
● Unstable approach  

 
Command or personally execute a go-around any time the above criteria aren’t met.  Be 
decisive and do not delay a decision to go-around. Go-arounds prevent landing 
accidents! 
  
Attempting to salvage deficient landings by correcting floats, bounces, balloons, etc. is 
prohibited.  

Leaning Procedures for 5000' Density Altitude 
For leaning procedures for ATP aircraft, refer to the bulletin titled “Leaning Procedure for High 
Density Altitude Operations” located in the Library > Bulletins > Leaning Procedures. 
 
Per the Textron Lycoming Operator's Manual:  
Quote: 
General Rules  

 

Never exceed the maximum red line cylinder head temperature limit. 

 

On engines with manual mixture control, maintain mixture in "Full Rich" position for rated 
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take-off, climb and maximum cruise powers (above approximately 75%). However, during 

take-off from high elevation airport or during climb, roughness or loss of power may result 

from over-richness. In such a case adjust mixture control only enough to obtain rise. Rough 

operation due to over-rich fuel/air mixture is most likely to be encountered in carbureted 

engines at altitude above 5,000 feet. 

 

Always return the mixture to full rich before increasing power settings.  

 
Per the Textron Lycoming Service Instruction No. 1094C: 

Quote: 

ALWAYS RETURN MIXTURE SLOWLY TO FULL RICH BEFORE INCREASING POWER SETTINGS. 

 

For 5000 ft. density altitude and above or high ambient temperatures, roughness or 

reduction of power may occur at full rich mixture. The mixture may be adjusted to obtain 

smooth engine operation. For direct drive normally aspirated engine with a prop governor, 

set throttle at full power and lean mixture at maximum RPM with smooth operation of the 

engine as a deciding factor.  

 
Excerpt from The Advanced Pilot's Flight Manual by Bill Kershner: 

Quote: 

Suppose you are taking off from a field at high altitude and/or temperature (you are at a 

high density-altitude). It is likely that with the mixture control in the full- rich setting the 

weight of fuel going into the engine is too great for the weight of the air mixed with it; that 

is, the mixture at that setting and altitude is so rich that the engine is not developing full 

power. 

 

Under these conditions, particularly if the field is short and power is needed badly, some 

pilots run the engine up to some point just below prop-governor operating speed and move 

the mixture control back until there is a definite pickup of rpm. The peak indicates the best 

power mixture setting for the density-altitude. The mixture control should be moved slightly 

forward of this maximum power point so the mixture will be a little on the rich side to 

ensure proper cooling. The mixture is normally preset to be slightly richer than best power 

for this reason when in the full-rich position, even at sea-level conditions. It is better to be 

slightly on the rich side to avoid possible engine damage -- even if it means a small 

deviation from best power. The density-altitude has to be fairly high before leaning has very 

much effect in increasing takeoff power.  

 
For leaning procedures for ATP aircraft, refer to the ATP bulletin titled Leaning Procedure for 
High Density Altitude Operations located in the Library > Bulletins > Leaning Procedures.  

Parking Brake 
Do not use the aircraft parking brakes. MX has experienced numerous problems which have 
taken the aircraft out of service due to improper use of the parking brake. The instructor should 
monitor the student during the run-up to ensure the aircraft is stationary with the foot brakes 
applied. Advise the examiners of this procedure and direct any questions to training 
management.  
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Passengers 
This section has been superseded. See Authorized Aircraft Occupants. 

Photo, Audio & Video Recordings 
Students and instructors are prohibited from making photo, audio, or video recordings during 
any flight, FTD, or ground training events. Recordings cause distractions that pose a safety 
issue and may result in student termination. 

POH/AFM (and Other Required Documentation) 
The aircraft Pilot’s Operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual is required 
documentation and must remain in the aircraft at all times.  Do NOT remove the POH from the 
aircraft.  If an examiner wants to view specific aircraft information from the POH, it can be 
viewed while at the aircraft. 
 
Other required documentation, including cockpit reference guides and airworthiness and 
registration certificates, must also remain in the aircraft at all times. Electronic copies of aircraft 
information manuals and cockpit reference guides can be found in the ATP Library. 

Ramp Inspection  
A Ramp Inspection Reference Form can be found in the Library > Forms > Ramp Inspection 
Reference. Below is a summary of ramp inspection procedures:  
 
If a ramp inspection of an ATP aircraft is requested, the PIC MUST FIRST contact Flight Ops at 
(904) 595-7960.  An inspector must not board any aircraft without the knowledge of the crew or 
operator. Some operators may prefer (and ATP requires) that a company representative be 
present to answer questions. If the surveillance will delay a flight, the inspector should use 
prudent judgment whether or not to continue.  

Aircraft Documents and Inspection 
The inspector may conduct an inspection of:  
 

A. N-Numbers. The N-number on the registration certificate must match the N-number on 
the airworthiness certificate. 

B. Registration Certificate. Examine the registration certificate to ensure that it is issued for 
that specific aircraft. Determine that the N-number on the certificate matches the 
N-number on the aircraft. Check that the certificate is issued to the present owner of the 
aircraft. 

C. Radio Station License. On October 26, 1996, the FCC released a Report and Order in 
WT Docket No. 96-82, FCC96-421, eliminating the individual licensing requirement for all 
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aircraft operating domestically. This means that you do not need a license to operate a 
two-way VHF radio, radar, or ELT aboard aircraft operating domestically. 

D. Flight Manual. Determine that there is a current, approved Airplane Flight Manual (AFM) 
on board the aircraft (FAR §91.9 {91.31}) along with the appropriate markings and 
placards. 

E. Weight and Balance Information. Weight and balance documents, including a list of 
equipment, must be on board the aircraft. Compare equipment listed on the weight and 
balance form to the actual equipment installed. 

F. Airworthiness Certificate. The certificate most often seen by an inspector is a standard 
airworthiness certificate, which is issued for normal, utility, acrobatic, and transport 
category aircraft. The certificate must be displayed at the cabin or cockpit entrance and 
must be legible to passengers and/or crew. 

G. Aeronautical Charts. Determine if pertinent and current aeronautical charts are available. 
H. Required Radio and Navigational Equipment. Ask the operator what type of instrument 

operations are conducted, for example: ILS, DME, RNAV. Determine if the required radio 
and navigational equipment is installed for the specific operations conducted. 

I. General Airworthiness.  
 

The inspector will record the N-number, make and model, and whether leased or owned on the 
job aid. The inspector may determine the general airworthiness of the aircraft by: 
 

A. Inspecting the aircraft’s exterior in a manner similar to a preflight inspection. 
B. Inspecting seats and safety belts for installation and condition. 
C. If applicable, determining if a current VOR Equipment Check has been performed. 
D. Determining if an ELT is installed and checking the expiration date of the battery. 
E. Determining that the aircraft identification plate exists and is secured to aircraft fuselage 

exterior.  

Pilot Documents and Inspection 
The inspector may conduct an inspection of: 
 

A. Airman Pilot Certificates. Determine appropriate ratings and limitations for the type of 
operations being conducted. Determine if certificates are genuine and legible. 

B. Airman Medical Certificates. Determine if they are current and the appropriate class. 
Check for a Statement of Demonstrated Ability, if required, on the medical certificate. 

C. Pilot Logbooks. If available, examine pilot logbooks (or other reliable records) to 
determine recency of experience and qualifications, e.g. – 

a. Biennial flight review 
b. Instrument proficiency check 
c. PIC proficiency check 

Inspection Conclusion 
1. At the conclusion of the inspection, the inspector will: 
2. Discuss any pertinent safety information with the pilots or operator. 
3. Return any documentation. 
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4. Advise the pilot or operator of any upcoming accident prevention or other safety 
meetings. 

5. If no discrepancies were found, compliment the pilot or operator. 
6. If a discrepancy is discovered during the inspection, the inspector will enter it on the 

appropriate job aid in the remarks section and: 
a.  Inform the operator of the discrepancy. Advise the operator that if the aircraft is 

operated without correcting the discrepancy, he or she may be in violation of the 
FAR. 

b. If necessary, issue FAA Form 8620-1. (Figure 56-3) 
i. Attach the bottom card (buff) on the aircraft by the string. Place it so that 

the operator will easily see it. 
 

Return the top and middle sheet (both white) to the airworthiness unit. 

Runway Requirements 
The minimum runway length for takeoff and landing in multiengine airplanes is 4,000’. The 
minimum runway length for takeoff and landing in single-engine airplanes is 3,000’. The 
minimum runway width for all operations is 75’. 
Some operations may be conducted on runways less than the above minimums with the 
following conditions: 
● The airport is preapproved (reference the ATP Airport Pages) 
● Approval from ATP Flight Operations 
● In the case of an emergency landing 
 

Spin Training 
Spin training may only be conducted by approved 2-year CFIs. These flights must be conducted 
in Cessna CE-172L, M, or N-model aircraft, unless otherwise approved by the Training 
Department. Both the 2-year and the CFI applicant must calculate weight and balance prior to 
flight and verify the aircraft is operating within utility category limitations. 
 

Stop & Goes 
Stop & Goes are prohibited in all aircraft. 
 

Touch & Goes 
Touch & Goes are authorized only in single engine aircraft.  

Unattended Aircraft 
When leaving an aircraft unattended, it must be chocked or tied down or both. Do not walk away 
from aircraft with door open. Install the sun shades when leaving an aircraft unattended.  
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Use of Autopilot During Solo Operations 
During solo operations, use of the autopilot or any of its components (including manual electric 
trim) is PROHIBITED unless necessary in an emergency. Violation of this policy may lead to 
program termination. 
 
All students flying autopilot-equipped aircraft must be familiar with the pre-flight test on the 
Before Takeoff Checklist, as well as the Autopilot or Electric Trim Failure emergency checklist. 
(These are safety-critical items even if the autopilot will not be intentionally activated.) 

Use of Personal Electronic Devices Prohibited during 
Flight and Ground Operations  
ATP prohibits the use of personal electronic devices (including phones, music players, cameras, 
smart watches, or similar devices) during all flight and ground operations. Use of ForeFlight for 
iPad is acceptable for navigation purposes. Send Flight Tracker SMS messages according to 
the Checklist during the Preflight or Shutdown Terminate Checklist (while the aircraft is 
stationary). 

 
Phone calls, texting, listening to music, or photography during flight or ground operations 
causes distractions, interferes with crew and ATC communication, and poses a safety issue. 

 
Failure to comply with this policy may result in training program or CFI termination.  

Use of Tobacco Products 
The use of tobacco products is not permitted in or near any ATP aircraft or ATP facility. This 
includes smokeless tobacco products and electronic cigarettes. 

Vertical Descent Angle (VDA) 
Vertical Descent Angle is a computed path from the final approach fix and altitude to the runway 
threshold at the published TCH (Threshold Crossing Height), usually a 3° degree descent angle.  
 
This is being published on non-precision approaches, but is for information only. This is not a 
true glide slope and does not provide obstacle clearance below MDA. 
 
A simple way to estimate your descent rate for a 3° degree glide slope is: 
 
Add a zero to your Ground Speed and divide by 2 
 
Example: 90kts + 0 + 900/2 = 450 fpm 
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This is an easy way to estimate your rate of descent, however, the easiest thing to do is refer to 
the approach plate if it publishes a rate of descent for your groundspeed. 

Visual Descent Point (VDP) 
A defined point on the final approach course of a non-precision, straight in approach procedure 
from which normal descent from MDA to the runway touchdown point may be commenced, 
provided the criteria set forth in FAR 91.175(c) has been met. 
 
The VDP helps in planning for a stabilized approach from MDA to the runway. If you descend 
below MDA before the VDP, your approach will be too shallow. If you descend after the VDP, 
the approach will be steeper than normal.  
 
The VDP helps enhance situational awareness along the final approach segment of when to 
descend out of MDA in order to maintain a stabilized descent at a normal angle to the runway 
touchdown zone. 
 
VDPs are depicted on approach plates by a small “v” symbol on the profile view. If one is not 
published, there are two formulas you can use to determine the VDP: 

Calculating VDP When Time is used to Determine MAP 
VDP= Missed Approach Time – (10% of HAT [Height Above Touchdown]) 
Example: On the NDB approach into runway 8 at FTY, the HAT at MDA is 450 FT. 
The MAP is 2:45 from the Final Approach Fix at 90 kts. 
450 ÷ 10 = 45 
2:45 – 45 = 2:00 
2 minutes from the FAF is the VDP. 

Calculating VDP When DME is Used to Determine MAP 
With DME available, the VDP may be calculated based upon a 3 to 1 glide path. To determine 
the distance from the VDP to the runway threshold, divide the Height above touchdown at the 
MDA by 300 FT. Allow for the distance from the runway threshold to the DME source to 
determine the VDP. 
Example: HAT = 600 FT 
600 FT ÷ 300 FT= 2.0 NM 
If the DME transmitter is 0.5 NM beyond the runway threshold, the VDP = 2.5 DME 
Announced Call 
Remember, when descending from MDA verify and announce: 
“Gear Down–Stabilized.” 

Weight and Balance Calculations 
Aircraft weight and balance must be calculated prior to each flight using actual aircraft data for 
the aircraft to be flown. Use of computer programs or mobile apps for weight and balance 
calculations, including the one in ForeFlight, is not authorized. 
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Seminole Operations 

Approach Speed of 100 KIAS within 10 NM of Airport  
Ensure that all ACP's slow the aircraft to 100 KIAS within 10 NM of the airport. 
 
This procedure is required for training and crew cross-country flights. If ATC requests that you 
keep your speed up, the max speed will be 120 KIAS. The 100 KIAS assists on setting up for 
the approach and allows for more time to scan the area for traffic avoidance. 
 
Remember, time decreases confusion and stress. 

Cruise Power Settings on Cross Country Flights 
ACP Instructors must train each ACP student to use the following procedures to set cruise 
power on cross country flights. 
 
During preflight planning students will reference the Fuel and Power Chart and Speed Power 
Chart in Section 5 of the Piper Seminole Information Manual to determine 55% rated power. 
 
This will allow the student to attain an approximate fuel flow based on the determined power 
settings. The student must then compare calculated fuel consumption to actual fuel 
consumption throughout the flight. 
 
The Fuel and Power Chart can be quickly referenced in flight on the back of the pilot’s visor in 
most aircraft. 

Engine Starting Tips - Cold Weather and Weak Battery 
Note: This and other cold weather info and procedures can be found in the Library > 
Supplements > ATP Cold Weather Operations.  
 
Minimize the time the master switch is on when accomplishing the Interior Pre-Flight Check list 
so as not to drain the battery unnecessarily. If the temperature is below 10 degrees F have the 
engines preheated if it is the first start of the day. 
 
Prime the engine with (4 strokes on 1979) or (4 seconds w/primer button on 2000) to spray fuel 
into the #1, 2 and 4 cylinders. Open the throttle about 1/4 inch. Do not cycle the throttle during 
start. Cycling the throttle may add too much fuel to the carburetor, which could cause an engine 
fire. You may continue to prime the engine after it begins to start until engine is running 
smoothly. 
 
If the engine begins to start and then stops, turn the Master Off, Re-Prime the engine, Master 
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On and attempt another start. 
 
Normally engage the starter for no more than 5 seconds then release. Evaluate if more prime is 
needed and attempt another 5-second start up to 10-second max. If no luck, try the other 
engine. 
 
On both the 1979 and 2000 Seminoles when engaging the starter and the propeller turns less 
than a full revolution and stops --- RELEASE THE STARTER. A weak battery may not be strong 
enough for the starter to rotate the prop through the compression stroke. 
 
A tried and true technique is to completely release starter, verify no prop movement and 
immediately engage the starter until the prop rotates through the compression stroke and 
continues to rotate for start. This technique is called "Bumping the Starter".  
 
Seminole Instructor Manual Bulletin 01-02 Page 2 of 2 2000 Seminole. If you keep the starter 
engaged and the prop stops at the compression stroke, the battery will be immediately drained. 
 
If no luck starting either engine, perform a Shut Down (Securing) Checklist and review the 
POH/AFM for a possible external power start (4.13e) and/or contact MX/Flight Operations. 
 
Following the first engine start, turn the alternator on and idle at no more than 1000 RPM for 
approximately 3 minutes or until an indication of oil temp rising. Now idle the engine up to 
approx 1200 RPM or 1500 RPM max to charge the battery until the amp meter is below 20 
amps. At that point the battery should be sufficiently charged to start the second engine. 

Cowl Flap Operation 
Note: This and other cold weather info and procedures can be found in the Library > 
Supplements > ATP Cold Weather Operations.  
 

● ON BEFORE TAKEOFF CHECKLIST, IF OUTSIDE AIR TEMPERATURE IS LESS 
THAN 40F, CLOSE COWL FLAPS.  

● ON BEFORE TAKEOFF CHECKLIST, IF OUTSIDE AIR TEMPERATURE IS 40F OR 
HIGHER, OPEN COWL FLAPS.  

● DO NOT OPEN COWL FLAPS AT AIRSPEEDS GREATER THAN 100 KIAS.  
 
The following procedures assists the instructor with cowl flap operations for the purpose of 
maintaining proper engine temperature. ATP operates the cowl flaps at the full open or closed 
position. A lock is incorporated on the cowl flap lever. To open and close the cowl flaps, press 
the lock and move the handle to the full open or full closed position. Release the lock when the 
cowl flaps are positioned properly. 
 
On the Before Takeoff Checklist, if outside air temperature is less than 40ºF, close the cowl 
flaps and leave the cowl flaps closed during the flight while monitoring cylinder head and oil 
temperatures. If cylinder head temperature or oil temperature redlines, open the cowl flaps after 
slowing the aircraft below 100 KIAS. The cowl flaps will remain open until cylinder head 
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temperature and oil temperature are in the normal range. The reason for slowing the aircraft to 
100 KIAS is to prevent the cowl flap handle from snapping off due to high air loads on the cowl 
flap itself. 
 
On the Before Takeoff Checklist, if outside air temperature is 40º or higher, open the cowl flaps 
and leave the cowl flaps open during the flight while monitoring the cylinder head and oil 
temperatures. If the cylinder head temperatures or oil temperatures drop to the bottom of the 
green band, close the cowl flaps before bringing the throttle to idle for engine-out training, stalls 
and emergency descents. 

Gear Horn is an Action Horn 
● WHEN THE INSTRUCTOR HEARS THE GEAR HORN AN ACTION MUST BE TAKEN.  
● WHEN SIMULATING AN ENGINE FAILURE WITH THE THROTTLE, THE GEAR HORN 

SHOULD NEVER BE SOUNDED FOR MORE THAN 20 SECONDS.  
● THE GEAR HORN SHOULD NEVER BE HEARD BELOW 1000' AGL ON ARRIVALS.  
● SILENCING THE GEAR HORN IS NEVER ACCEPTABLE IN THE AIRPLANE OR IN 

THE SIM. TRAIN IN THE SIM AS YOU TRAIN IN THE AIRPLANE.  
 
The gear horn is to be considered an action horn in the multi-engine training environment with 
ATP. When the horn is sounded, extend the gear or apply power to maintain altitude and/or 
climb. There are only four conditions when the gear horn should intentionally sound in the 
training environment: 
 

1. Performing the VMC Demo with the left throttle retarded, which is only accomplished at 
or above 4000' AGL.  

2. Performing a gear-up, clean, power-off stall.  

3. Performing a simulated engine failure with the throttle after takeoff or on a go- around 
above 500' AGL. The Instructor will ensure that the student performs the correct engine 
failure procedures. Upon the student simulating feather, the Instructor will increase the 
throttle on the dead engine to 12" MP (simulated feather power). The Instructor will keep 
his hand on the throttle until the student has demonstrated the correct engine failure 
procedures and correct aileron and rudder input to fly the airplane in a zero side slip 
condition at blue line speed. Once the student has demonstrated proper technique, the 
Instructor will increase the throttle on the dead engine to the point where the gear horn 
will stop sounding. By the Instructor maintaining his hand on the throttle, it is indicative of 
the action still required by the instructor to advance the throttle to a position where the 
gear horn will stop sounding. When simulating an engine failure with the throttle, the 
gear horn should never be sounded for more than 20 seconds. This is more than an 
adequate amount of time to complete the engine failure items.  

4. Performing a simulated engine failure prior to the final approach fix or segment, the 
Instructor will ensure that the student performs the correct engine failure procedures. 
Upon the student simulating feather, the Instructor will increase the throttle on the dead 
engine to 12" MP (simulated feather power). The Instructor will keep his hand on the 
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throttle until the student has demonstrated the correct engine failure procedures and 
correct aileron and rudder input to fly the airplane in a zero side slip condition at blue line 
speed or up to 100 KIAS (approach speed). 

Once the student has demonstrated proper technique, the Instructor will increase the throttle on 
the dead engine to the point where the gear horn will stop sounding. By the Instructor 
maintaining his hand on the throttle, it is indicative of the action still required by the instructor to 
advance the throttle to a position where the gear horn will stop sounding. The student has 
already demonstrated that he can fly at feather power, and the additional power to silence the 
gear horn is negligible. Once the student has extended the gear at glideslope intercept or upon 
arriving at the final approach fix, the Instructor will reduce the simulated failed engine back to 
12" MP (simulated feather power). With the gear down, the horn will not sound. The gear horn 
should never be heard below 1000' AGL on arrivals.  
 
SILENCING THE GEAR HORN IS NEVER ACCEPTABLE IN THE AIRPLANE OR IN THE 
SIM. TRAIN IN THE SIM AS YOU TRAIN IN THE AIRPLANE.  
 
The procedures above reinforce that the gear horn is an action horn; the required action is to 
extend the gear, unless the horn is being intentionally sounded for a brief period as in the above 
procedures. Each time the Instructor hears the horn, he is either engaged in a simulated engine 
failure or extending the gear. 
 
These procedures will hopefully resolve the complacency developed by the sounding of the 
gear horn during multi-engine training. These procedures are required to be followed unless an 
emergency dictates otherwise. When the instructor hears the gear horn, an action must be 
taken. 
 
The gear horn should never sound below 1000'AGL unless the Instructor is utilizing engine 
failure scenario 3 for training in the takeoff or go-around maneuver. If the gear horn is heard 
below 1000'AGL except when operating in scenario 3, GO-AROUND. 
 
These procedures and ATP's airline-style standardized announced calls have been developed 
with your safety and careers in mind, and to take care of ATP airplanes. 
 
Should an Instructor fail to accomplish each and every checklist and standard ATP has in place, 
and makes a gear up landing, he must never attempt a go-around after the prop tips are heard 
contacting the pavement. Throttles-Idle, Mixtures-Cutoff, Emergency Evac. Checklist. Contact 
Flight Ops. 
 
If these procedures create an operational issue, the flight instructor should contact Flight 
Training Management to review the issue and determine if a procedural change is necessary. 

Emergency Descents – 120 KIAS 
ATP conducts emergency descent training at 120 KIAS due to the frequency of simulated 
emergency descents for training purposes. ATP operates the largest fleet of Piper Seminoles in 
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the world. Past experience has shown frequent 140 knot emergency descents can cause 
structural wear and damage to the gear doors, increasing the likelihood of a malfunction. In an 
actual emergency, use the POH recommended speed. 

Engine-Out Training Scenarios in Four Phases of 
Flight 
Use the following procedures for engine-out training and flight checks in ATP Seminoles. Should 
the instructor or PIC be required to deviate from these procedures due to aircraft performance, 
an actual emergency, DPE interpretation, or any other reason, the instructor must call Flight 
Training Management to discuss the issue and determine if a procedural consideration is 
necessary. Also, refer to "VFR Engine-Out Pattern Work Training Procedures".  
 
Brief the student on all phases of the engine-out scenarios. Advise the student that a complete 
shutdown and secure will only be performed above 4,000' AGL. If an actual engine failure 
occurs, the instructor will take the controls. 
 
If at any point the student does not correctly recover from these scenarios, the instructor 
must immediately:  
 

1. Take control of the aircraft  
2. Stop training  
3. Restore power on the affected engine  

Inducing Simulated Engine Failures  
Simulate engine failures with the throttle or mixture only. ATP operations prohibit failing engines 
with fuel selectors, magnetos, or any other method. 
 

● Below 3000' AGL - Throttle (except during the takeoff roll where mixture is permitted) 
● Above 3000' AGL - Mixture 
● 4000' AGL - Shutdown Altitude (Intentional engine shutdowns (feathering) for training purposes 

restricted to 4000' AGL and above) 
 

Guard the Throttle Quadrant 
Unless performing an actual engine shutdown and secure (feathering) at cruise above 4000' 
AGL (Scenario #3), prevent the student from actually feathering the simulated failed engine's 
propeller or from reducing the mixture to cutoff during the In-Flight Engine Failure Checklist. 
Reducing the prop and mixture levers by one knob-width is sufficient to demonstrate the 
procedure. Below 4000' AGL, guard the throttle quadrant so that the student does not actually 
shut down either engine. 

Scenario 1: Takeoff Roll 
Simulate an engine failure on takeoff roll by reducing the mixture to cutoff as the student 
advances the throttles. The simulated failure must occur before reaching half of VMC, which 
cannot be read on the airspeed indicator. Simply put, fail the engine as soon as the airplane 
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starts to move.  
 
The student recovers by immediately closing both throttles, maintaining runway centerline, and 
aborting takeoff. As soon as the student closes both throttles, quickly advance the mixture to full 
rich to prevent shutting down the engine on the runway. 
 
If the student fails to immediately close both throttles, the instructor must quickly close the 
operating engine's mixture to cutoff to maintain directional control of the aircraft. Then promptly 
close both throttles and advance both mixtures to full rich to prevent shutting down both engines 
on the runway. 
 
If an engine quits on the runway, notify tower immediately. Use caution performing this 
maneuver if another airplane is on final approach. Brief the student's recovery procedure before 
executing the maneuver. Do not attempt to surprise your student. This maneuver demonstrates 
to the student that the airplane will not maintain runway centerline at a low speed due to 
asymmetric thrust. Before starting the maneuver, prepare to correct the student's incorrect 
recovery. 

Scenario 2: After Takeoff Above 500' AGL 
Simulate an engine failure after takeoff above 500' AGL by slowly reducing the throttle. Guard 
the throttle quadrant to make sure that max power is maintained on the operating engine as the 
student performs the Engine Failure After Takeoff memory items. 
 
The instructor then sets simulated feather power on the simulated failed engine. The gear horn 
should stop sounding. Complete this scenario by either entering the traffic pattern single-engine, 
or restoring power and continuing the departure. If the student does not perform the Engine 
Failure After Takeoff memory items as briefed, the instructor will take the flight controls, stop 
training, and restore power. 

Scenario 3: Cruise  
Simulate an engine failure at cruise above 4,000' AGL with the mixture. Make sure the student 
performs the In-Flight Engine Failure and Troubleshoot Checklists. To restore power on the 
simulated failed engine, verify that the throttle is completely closed before advancing the 
mixture. The purpose of performing this simulated engine failure with the mixture is to ensure 
that the student can correctly identify the failed engine with the throttle. 
 
Perform an actual engine shutdown on either engine only above 4,000' AGL. When performing 
the engine shutdown and secure maneuver as part of an aircraft training event (as opposed to 
an actual emergency), the items on the Engine Failure Secure Checklist are to be SIMULATED 
(Touched but NOT actuated). This applies to all training flights and checkrides where an engine 
is actually shut down and secured. The engine must be restarted no lower than 3,000' AGL. If 
unable to restart the engine by 3,000', treat the situation as an actual engine failure. 

Scenario 4: 3-5 NM From FAF or from Entering Pattern (Approx. 10 NM from 
Airport) 
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In the approach environment, simulate an engine failure with the throttle 3-5 NM from the final 
approach fix, giving the student ample time to perform the In-Flight Engine Failure Checklist. 

Simulated Items on the Engine Failure Secure 
Checklist During Training 
ATP flies over 10000 hours a month in the training environment. Above all else, we demand that 
all flights to be operated in the safest possible manner. To that end, we make every effort to 
minimize our daily exposure to potential hazards. This concept has given ATP the distinction of 
having one of the best safety records in the industry. At the end of the day, above all else, it’s 
about SAFETY! 
 
The engine shutdown and secure maneuver gets performed MANY times, every day, in 
company aircraft nationwide. There are many potential dangers to routinely turning off fuel 
selectors and magnetos while flying with one engine feathered. Not the least of which includes: 
 

● Turning OFF the wrong fuel selector 
● Turning OFF the wrong magnetos  
● Turning OFF the wrong alternator 
● Not getting the fuel selector fully back to the ON position prior to unfeathering the 

feathered prop 
● Not turning the magnetos ON prior to unfeathering the feathered prop 
● Not turning the alternator ON prior to cranking a feathered engine 

 
Each and every one of these errors can lead to results like: 
 

● Dual-engine failure 
● Electrical failure 
● Descending with a windmilling prop 
● And many others… 

 
Take all of these risks, and multiply them by the number of times this maneuver has been done 
in just the last thirty days in company aircraft, and you start to see the gravity of the issue. 
 
The objective of training is to teach people procedures. But if the result of that training creates 
greater risk in every-day operations, that training inevitably will do more harm than good. We 
want to teach procedures, while minimizing risk. It is the same logic that airlines use for their 
training. Airline crews are trained to perform all procedures correctly in the FTD or Simulator. 
However, they rarely, if-ever, do high-risk maneuvers in the airplane. 
 
Therefore, ATP’s position is: 
 
When performing the engine shutdown and secure maneuver as part of an aircraft training 
event (as opposed to an actual emergency): 
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The items on the Engine Failure Secure Checklist are to be SIMULATED (Touched but NOT 
actuated).  
 
If the examiner wishes to see the switches and levers actuated instead of simulated in the 
aircraft during a checkride, notify Jim or Phil in Admin. 
 
When training for this maneuver is performed in the FTD, the switches and levers may be 
actuated. 
 
It should go without saying, but in the event of an actual aircraft emergency requiring the 
performance of the Engine Failure Secure checklist, the switches and levers are to be actuated 
– not simulated. 

VFR Engine-Out Pattern Work Training Procedures  
Use the following procedures for engine-out training and flight checks in ATP Seminoles. Should 
the Instructor or PIC be required to deviate from these procedures due to aircraft performance, 
an actual emergency, DPE interpretation, or any other reason, the Instructor must call Training 
Management to discuss the issue and determine if a procedural consideration is necessary. 
 
Engine-out training in the VFR pattern to land utilizes normal two-engine decision points for 
extending gear and flaps, keeping the approach and calls standardized. ATP trains to extend 
the gear and set flaps only when ready to descend. 
 
ATP has had multiple gear-up landings, over half during checkrides with DPEs. Each one of the 
incidents occurred during engine-out training, following gear extension and then retraction to 
reduce drag in the pattern or on approach. Pay attention and do not ruin your career or ATP's 
airplanes. 

Engine Failure Before Entering the Pattern to Land - Prior To Gear 
Extension  
Normal engine-out procedure and checklist should have been previously completed. The 
approach should be made like a two-engine approach with the same configuration (gear down, 
flaps 25˚), keeping in mind the performance decrement due to an engine-out. A go-around on 
one engine should not be attempted, and never attempted below 500' AGL.  
 
Just like in a two-engine pattern to land, gear extension should occur when ready to descend 
out of pattern altitude:  
 

● Abeam the approach end of the runway,  
● On Extended Base approximately 3 to 4 miles from the runway,  
● On Extended Final approximately 3 to 4 miles from the runway, or  
● Out of 1000' AGL utilizing the 3:1 ratio (300' AGL per 1 mile from the runway).  

 
Announce "GEAR DOWN BEFORE LANDING CHECKLIST"  
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● Select Gear Down - Keep Hand on Selector until 3 Green Verified  
● Set Flaps 25˚  

 
Out of 1000' AGL - Announce "BLUE LINE - GUMP" (Announce & Check)  
At 400' AGL - Announce "GEAR DOWN - STABILIZED" (Announce & Check) 

Engine Failure In the Pattern To Land – After Gear Extension and 
Descent Initiated 
The normal pattern should continue to be flown while concentrating on aircraft control.  

● Airspeed..............Blue Line  
● Mixtures..............Full Forward  
● Props...................Full Forward  
● Throttles.............Full Forward  
● Identify...............Dead Foot  
● Verify/Throttle...Close  
● Prop.....................Feather  
● Evaluate..............With the prop feathered, is the drag reduction adequate? If not, retract 

flaps, then reevaluate. In the case of actual engine failures only, if drag reduction is 
still not adequate, retract the gear.  

● Emergency Checklist  
 
Expanded Checklist 
Once the gear is extended and flaps set to 25˚, and an engine fails, perform the engine out 
procedure while evaluating each step.  

● Airspeed..............Blue Line  

● Mixtures..............Full Forward  

● Props...................Full Forward  

● Throttles.............Full Forward  
The student will only be able to push the throttle to full (max) on the operating engine 
due to the simulated engine failure with the throttle by the Instructor. The student will 
apply full power and input rudder to help compensate for the drag of the windmilling 
propeller and assist with identifying the dead engine. Directional control and airspeed of 
88 KIAS will be maintained. The normal pattern should continue to be flown while 
concentrating on aircraft control.  

● Flaps....................Set 25˚ 
Leave the flaps at the 25˚ position when in the pattern and landing is assured, 
considering that the aircraft is on a proper descent path for the runway.  

● Gear....................Down  
Leave the gear down when in the pattern and landing is assured considering that the 
aircraft is on a proper descent path for the runway.  
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● Identify...............Dead Foot - Dead Engine  

● Verify/Throttle...Close 
Completely close the throttle on the dead engine.  

● Prop.....................Feather 
The prop on the dead engine must be feathered, relieving a large portion of the drag. 
Remember that the windmilling propeller is approximately 400' per minute drag.  

● Evaluate..............With the prop feathered, is the drag reduction adequate?  

● Emergency Checklist  
Evaluate descent path with max power still on the operating engine. If the descent path 
towards the runway and the airspeed allows for power reduction on the operating 
engine, then adequate drag has been reduced.  

 
If further drag reduction is necessary, incrementally retract the flaps and reevaluate. Only in the 
case of an actual, non-simulated engine-out, if further drag reduction is still required, retract the 
gear. Remember GEAR DOWN prior to landing.  
 
In the training environment while in the pattern to land with the gear already extended, if a 
normal descent cannot be maintained with the gear down, the maneuver is over. Advise the 
student he has both engines, depart the pattern, and return under normal standardized 
procedures. 

During Engine-Out Training, Both Engines are Always 
Available from 400' AGL 
For ATP training purposes, both engines are available from 400' AGL for landing or go- around. 
The Instructor must brief the student before the flight and advise the student during the flight 
that both engines are available from 400’ AGL for landing or go-around. The Instructor must 
also advise the student that he may close both throttles upon landing even though landing with 
a simulated engine failure and propeller feathered. It is important to brief the student that if 
actually landing with a feathered propeller, it is necessary to input opposite rudder to counter the 
yaw into the running engine created by the drag of the windmilling propeller with the engine at 
idle at touchdown.  

VFR Engine-Out Pattern Briefing Scenarios 
The following two scenarios are to be briefed, not conducted in the airplane. The information 
derived from the effects of the flaps, gear and windmilling propellers in the following scenarios 
will be demonstrated at altitude during the airplane drag demo, or other maneuvers at altitude 
demonstrating the required need for drag reduction after an engine failure.  
 
Never perform the following demonstrations in the pattern: 
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Engine Failure in the Pattern to Land with Gear Extended and Flaps 
25˚ Prior to Descent to Land  
This situation will not occur in the training environment with ATP due to it being a non-standard 
training scenario. Other training maneuvers demonstrate the need to reduce the drag for aircraft 
performance. The above situation necessitates maintaining altitude while in the pattern, 
completing all engine failure items including retracting the flaps and gear, and feathering the 
prop on the dead engine. In this situation, the student and Instructor are increasing the risk of a 
gear up landing in the training environment due to the associated distractions of a simulated 
engine-out approach while maintaining traffic avoidance and required communications. 
 
If an actual engine failure occurred and pattern altitude had to be maintained before starting a 
descent to land, a complete engine failure procedure must be accomplished. 
 
If the Instructor or student finds it necessary to retract the gear to maintain altitude while 
remaining in the pattern to land, he must keep his hand on the gear selector until selecting the 
gear down, confirming three green, and selecting flaps 25˚ before initiating a descent to land. 
(GEAR DOWN GO DOWN) Then and only then may power be reduced for landing.  

Engine Failure on Short Final  
Apply power up to max power and feather the prop if time permits. 

Landing Gear Extension for Visual Approaches 
During visual approaches and pattern work in ATP Seminoles, ATP suggests following these 
guidelines to determine when to extend the gear. These suggested procedures assist with 
stabilized approaches, good habit patterns, and disciplined training to preclude a 
career-devastating gear-up landing. 
 

● In the pattern from downwind: perform the “Gear Down Before Landing Checklist”, 
setting flaps 25˚, abeam the approach end when ready to descend from pattern altitude 
for landing.  

● When extending the downwind: perform the “Gear Down Before Landing Checklist”, 
setting flaps 25˚, when ready to descend from pattern altitude for landing.  

● Entering the pattern from extended base: perform the “Gear Down Before Landing 
Checklist”, setting flaps 25˚, when ready to descend from pattern altitude for landing. 
(Leave 1000’ AGL pattern altitude at about 3 to 4 NM from the runway–use the GPS.)  

● On an extended final for a straight-in landing: perform the “Gear Down Before Landing 
Checklist”, setting flaps 25˚, when ready to descend from pattern altitude for landing. 
(Leave 1000’ AGL pattern altitude at about 3 to 4 NM from the runway–use the GPS.)  

 
The procedure is the exact same for all the different scenarios: ATP requires the "Gear Down 
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Before Landing Checklist" to be accomplished prior to descending from pattern altitude. 
 
It may be necessary to perform the "Gear Down Before Landing Checklist" earlier to slow the 
airplane to 111 KIAS (VFE). Then set flaps 25˚ and further slow to approach speed, 88 KIAS. It 
may also be necessary to perform the “Gear Down Before Landing Checklist” earlier to prevent 
the gear horn from sounding when reducing power back to the approach setting, approximately 
15” MP. In either case, after extending the gear early place hand on the flap handle. Extend 
flaps 25˚ after slowing to 111 KIAS. 
 
Utilizing the above procedures should prevent the student from having to retract the gear after it 
has already been extended if a simulated or actual engine failure occurs in the pattern on a 
visual approach. Once the gear is extended, the student should always be ready to descend 
towards the runway on one or two engines. 
 
Many gear-up accidents have occurred during engine-out training while on a downwind with the 
gear extended. In such a case, the student would have to retract the gear to maintain pattern 
altitude since the airplane would not be in position to descend for an assured landing from a 
normal pattern. Once the gear has been retracted, many pilots will forget to extend the gear the 
second time when descending from pattern altitude. 
 
During an engine-out, if descending to land with full power on the operating engine and needing 
to reduce drag, the order should be flaps up, feather, and then evaluate the need to retract the 
gear. 
 
These are suggested procedures only. Every situation may be different. You should have a 
good working knowledge of the POH. As PIC, you are responsible for making the right decision.  
 
Always remember:  

● Heads up for traffic.  
● The gear horn is an "action horn."  
● Make a stabilized approach, if not, a go-around is required.  
● Accomplish "Gear Down Before Landing Checklist"  
● Announce and accomplish a GUMP check out of 1000' AGL, and before reaching 500' 

AGL.  
● Announce and check "Gear Down–Stabilized" at 400' AGL.  

Engine-Out Approaches and Landings at High Density 
Altitudes 
During engine-out approaches and landings in high density altitude conditions, the Gear Down 
Before Landing Checklist will be accomplished at the start of descent (rather than prior to 
descent) from the following altitudes and positions: 

● ILS: Start of descent at glideslope intercept altitude and glideslope centered. 
● Non-Precision Approach: Start of descent at the final approach fix. 
● Traffic Pattern: Start of descent from pattern altitude out of 1,000’ AGL utilizing the 3:1 
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ratio (300’ AGL per 1 mile from the runway) 
 
If, after selecting the gear down and flaps 25°, the descent angle is too steep despite a high 
power setting on the operating engine, flaps may be reduced incrementally to reduce the 
descent rate. The approach must be stabilized by the 400’ AGL “Gear Down - Stabilized” call, or 
a go-around using both engines is required. 
 
If a normal descent cannot be maintained with the gear down despite reduction of flaps, 
engine-out training must be terminated. Use both engines and land safely using normal 
procedures. 

Landing the Seminole (Normal Landing) - Suggestions  
1. (Required) @ 400’ AGL or leaving MDA (whichever is lower) announce and check "GEAR 
DOWN – STABILIZED".  
 

● Gear Down check 3 green, flaps 25° set  
● Airspeed 88 KIAS  
● Power approximately: 2-ENG 15” MP or 1-ENG 18” MP  
● Descent Rate approximately 500 FPM  

 
2. @ 200’ AGL (approximately) reduce throttle by half and maintain same pitch attitude–do not 
let the nose drop and maintain same descent angle. Airspeed will begin to bleed off to 
approximately 80 KIAS. Maintain 80 KIAS by adjusting throttle as necessary while maintaining a 
constant angle glidepath. 
 
3. @ 50’ AGL (approximately) begin closing throttles to touch down at approximately 75 KIAS. 
Land on the runway centerline on the intended touchdown point, which should be no further 
than 1000’ down the runway.  
 
During gusty conditions and high crosswinds delay the half throttle reduction to approximately 
100’ AGL. 
 
For crosswind landings maintain a crab until 200’ AGL (same as a standard ILS-DA). At that 
point bring the nose around with the rudder to align the aircraft's longitudinal axis with the 
centerline. Use the ailerons to control drift and provide the slight low-wing sideslip aircraft 
attitude into the wind. Use the rudders to keep the airplane longitudinally aligned with the 
runway. This will prevent side-loading the airplane upon landing. 
 
Different conditions may require different techniques, though these techniques are good for 
preparing the initial training applicant in the Seminole with a good sight picture for landing. 
 
4. (Required) Seminoles are required to make all landings to a full stop. This applies to all 
training flights EXCEPT those flights with students who are enrolled in the 2-day ATP program.  
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Full Stall Training in Multi-Engine Aircraft 
Training in ATP Seminoles follows the Airplane Flying Handbook recommendations 
regarding stall training in multi-engine aircraft.  
 

“It is usually not advisable to execute full stalls in multiengine airplanes because of their 
relatively high wing loading. Stall training should be limited to approaches to stalls and 
when a stall condition occurs. Recoveries should be initiated at the onset, or decay of 
control effectiveness, or when the first physical indication of the stall occurs.” Airplane 
Flying Handbook, page 12-26 
 
“Twins are not required to demonstrate recoveries from spins, and their spin recovery 
characteristics are generally very poor.” Airplane Flying Handbook, page 12-30 
 
“Stall-Spin accidents in training for emergencies rival the number of stall-spin accidents 
from actual emergencies” Airplane Flying Handbook, page 12-31 

 
Should an inadvertent full stall occur during training, recover immediately by reducing the angle 
of attack and adding full power. Simply put: GET THE NOSE OVER – well below the horizon if 
necessary and add full power to regain positive aircraft control. A stall occurs when the 
critical angle of attack is exceeded, which can be in any flight attitude.  
 

“First, at the first indication of a stall, the pitch attitude and angle of attack must be 
decreased positively and immediately. Since the basic cause of a stall is always 
excessive angle of attack, the cause must first be eliminated by releasing back pressure 
that was necessary to attain that angle of attack or by moving the elevator control 
forward.” Airplane Flying Handbook, page 4-4 

 
A common misconception is that no altitude loss can occur during stall recovery. This can be a 
dangerous mindset given how quickly a spin can occur with little or no warning. 
 

“The departure from controlled flight may be quite abrupt and possibly disorienting.” 
Airplane Flying Handbook, page 12-27. 
 

Bottom line, when conducting stall training in ATP Seminoles, follow the Airplane Flying 
Handbook guidance: 
 

1. Avoid Full Stalls: Initiate recovery at the onset, or decay of control effectiveness, or 
when the first physical indication of the stall occurs.  

2. Lower the Nose: At the first indication of a stall, the pitch attitude and angle of attack 
must be decreased positively and immediately. 

3. Apply Full Power: Add full power while decreasing the angle of attack. 
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PA-44 Crossfeed Check Procedure & Logic 
ATP prohibits fuel crossfeed functionality checks during normal aircraft flight training or practical 
test events. The check is: 

● Dangerous - moves the fuel selector through “Off” just before takeoff 
● Unnecessary - no need for extended single-engine operations 
● Hard on equipment - checking valves multiple times per day causes unnecessary wear 

and tear 
● Redundant - ATP Maintenance performs fuel selector valve operational checks, 

including crossfeed, at each 100-hour inspection 
 
If any student, instructor, or examiner is performing this check for any reason, immediately notify 
the ATP Flight Safety & Support Desk and Training Support so the situation can be addressed 
and rectified. Examiners may test the applicant’s knowledge of the crossfeed system, but the 
student must not actually perform the crossfeed check. 
 
Review this policy statement for more information and guidance on how to address examiners 
who think the check should be performed. 

Single-Engine Operations 

Single-Engine Night Flying Restrictions 
Single-engine aircraft will not be flown at night unless required for compliance with FAR 61.109 
(a)(2) or unless prior approval has been received from Flight Operations. 

Single-Engine Weather Limitations  
Single-engine aircraft will not be flown with a ceiling less than 1000' or a visibility less than 3 
miles unless prior approval has been received from Flight Ops. 
 

Maintenance 

Aircraft Maintenance Reference Book (Blue Book) 
The Aircraft Maintenance Reference Book is a pilot’s reference to assist with determining certain 
airworthiness information. The Logbook Research pages, located at the front of the book, 
contain past and future inspection due dates/times.  This information is for training purposes 
only.  Official aircraft maintenance records are kept in the maintenance logs at the Jacksonville, 
FL maintenance facility. 
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Aircraft Status & Maintenance Report Procedure 
Click the link to view a full description and instructions for Aircraft Status and Maintenance 
Reporting Procedures.  

Cleaning the Interior 
The last pilot flying the airplane is responsible for ensuring that the interior of the aircraft is free 
of trash. All trash must be removed, regardless of where it came from or who it belongs to.  

Cleaning Aircraft Windows 
Aircraft windows must be cleaned only with aircraft window cleaner supplied by ATP 
Maintenance.  Do not use Windex or other glass or surface cleaners to clean acrylic aircraft 
windows. If your office is out of the supplied aircraft window cleaner, contact ATP Maintenance. 

Approved Oil 
All aircraft should have a supply of company-provided oil in the back of the aircraft. 
ATP uses AeroShell 15W-50.  When oil needs to be added to an aircraft engine, it must come 
from a sealed (unopened) oil container. Add oil any time you can add a full quart.  
 

● Do NOT add partial quarts.  
● Do NOT overfill.  
● Do NOT put opened oil containers back in the aircraft. Any unsealed (previously opened) 

oil containers found in the aircraft must be discarded. 
 
If oil is required and AeroShell 15W-50 isn’t available, contact ATP Maintenance. 

Fuel Tank Contamination 
More than just water can contaminate fuel! Items that have been dropped in fuel tanks: 
 

● Sump sample containers 
● Dip sticks 
● Fuel nozzles from FBO fuel trucks 
● Ink pens 
● Wrist watches 
● Flash lights 
● Cell Phones 

 
If you drop something in the fuel tank, SAY SOMETHING!! Submit a maintenance report 
immediately following the approved maintenance reporting procedures.  
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Items on Dash 
Do not place any items on the dash panel of ATP aircraft. Items can damage the dash and 
scratch the windows.  

 

Tow Bars  
A tow bar is listed in the Aircraft Standard Equipment List for the 2000 and newer Piper 
Seminoles. Verify all aircraft at your location have the proper equipment, including a tow bar. If 
you have a ‘00 or newer Seminole without a tow bar submit a maintenance report immediately 
to make arrangements to get this required equipment installed in the aircraft.  
 
If you have any questions, contact ATP Maintenance. THESE TOW BARS ARE VERY 
EXPENSIVE. Your assistance is appreciated. 
 
 
 

Checkride Scheduling and Cancellation 
The checkride scheduling and cancellation policy: 

● Ensures students are as prepared as possible for their checkrides 
● Makes the best use of available checkrides 
● Avoids preventable, last-minute cancellations 
● Produces optimal checkride results 

 
By maximizing the efficiency of the checkride process, we’re maximizing the effectiveness of the 
program, cultivating professionalism, and enabling our students to generate returns on their 
investments faster. 

Projected Checkride Dates 
Projected checkride dates are based on the student’s start date and program outline, adjusted 
for actual progress. Projected dates for all checkrides are known on day 1 of the Airline 
Career Pilot Program. 
 
An upcoming checkride should never be a surprise, and training must be conducted to meet the 
projected dates. This ensures optimal performance and on-time completion. 
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Checkride Availability 
DPEs have limited availability to conduct checkrides. They are subject to scheduling restrictions, 
quotas, notification requirements, and other limitations imposed by the FAA that restrict 
availability, quantity, and which type of checkride(s) can be conducted in a particular day. This 
makes schedule flexibility difficult, if not impossible, on short notice. 
 
In the current, competitive market, there is more demand for checkrides than availability. With all 
the restrictions DPEs are subject to, who they provide availability to isn’t one of them. DPEs 
provide availability to schools that demonstrate competence, professionalism, and that make 
their jobs productive, efficient, and reliable (in other words, profitable). They limit availability to 
schools that aren’t efficient, professional, or reliable. 

Acquiring and Posting Availability 
ATP instructors, working with TSSs and the flight check team, will maintain continuous contact 
with DPEs and post their availability in the Whiteboard scheduling system, preferably 30 days or 
more in advance so that unscheduled checkrides may be scheduled as they appear. 
 
In order to maximize DPE availability, we must value the DPE’s time and be 100% reliable. If we 
request a checkride, it is our professional responsibility to provide a well-prepared applicant 
ready for the checkride at the scheduled time. 

Checkride Scheduling 
DPEs want students to succeed, and they want the checkride process to be smooth and 
efficient for everyone. Their goal is the same as ours. If we make their job easy, they in turn 
make our lives easy. With this in mind, checkride scheduling takes place in the following 
manner. 

Scheduling ‘Unscheduled’ Checkrides 
30 days prior to a projected checkride date, the checkride appears as “Unscheduled” within the 
Whiteboard scheduling system. Instructors & TSSs are expected to schedule the checkride with 
an available DPE at this time and communicate regularly about student status and upcoming 
checkrides. 
 
From the moment the checkride appears on the unscheduled page and is scheduled, the 
student and instructor are expected to be entirely focused on preparing. There are several 
things that must be accomplished in the 30 days preceding the checkride to ensure success and 
eligibility. 

● All Flight, ATD, and Ground Training 
● FAA Written Test 
● Logbook Audit 
● Endorsements & IACRA 
● Checkride Checklist 
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Training 
The Airline Career Pilot Program is designed to meet the Part 61 eligibility requirements for 
each certificate and rating. In some cases, eligibility requirements are met with very little margin 
for error, so it’s important that every lesson is completed according to the lesson requirements. 
 
As each lesson is scheduled, both students and instructors must open and review the lesson in 
its entirety to ensure the lesson requirements are met, thereby ensuring checkride eligibility. 

FAA Written Tests 
FAA written tests (PAR, IRA, CAX, etc.) are expected to be completed by the date listed in the 
student’s training record. The number of days varies depending on which certificate or rating, 
but in no case is the date less than 7 days prior to the checkride. Students without completed 
written tests aren’t eligible for the checkride. 
 
NOTE: It takes several days for the written results to appear in the IACRA system, so taking a 
written within 7 days of the checkride may result in a cancellation. If this occurs, the student will 
be responsible for the full checkride fee. 

Logbook Audit 
Logbook audits must be carefully completed before each checkride. Audits verify that the 
student will meet the aeronautical experience requirements for the checkride. They appear in 
the student’s program outline and training record as scheduled events approximately 7 days 
prior to each checkride. 
 
It is both the student and instructor’s responsibility to verify that: 

● the audit is completed correctly and times reflected are accurate 
● the student meets (or will meet) the eligibility requirements listed by the checkride 
● all logbook entries, including the remarks and endorsements, are completed exactly as 

specified in the appropriate Logbook and Endorsement Supplement. 
 
Before the checkride begins, the DPE will determine eligibility by completing a very detailed 
review of the student’s logbook and their endorsements. Completing the audit carefully before 
the checkride allows time to catch and solve any problems that might otherwise result in a 
last-minute cancellation. 
 
NOTE: While conducting the audit, flag or highlight qualifying flights in the student’s logbook to 
make the DPE’s job easier. 

Endorsements & IACRA 
Instructor endorsements for the checkride and IACRA should be completed approximately 3 
days prior to each scheduled checkride. Required endorsements can be found in the Logbook 
and Endorsement Supplement. 
 
Do not wait to complete the endorsements or start the IACRA application until the night 
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before the checkride! The IACRA application for each certificate or rating should be started as 
training begins, rather than at the last minute, and both should be finalized and signed by the 
instructor as training is completed approximately 3 days before the checkride. 

Checkride Checklist 
By 3 days prior to the checkride, all training should be complete, the student should meet the 
aeronautical experience, proficiency, and knowledge requirements for the checkride. Logbook 
endorsements and IACRA should be complete and the student should be prepared and 
confident to take the checkride. Nothing should be left until the last minute. Ever. 
 
The Checkride Checklist consolidates the key actions that must be complete before the 
checkride, and the items the student must have available for the checkride. It should be printed, 
and the student and instructor should use it to verify all required checkride items are present 
and available for the checkride. 

Last-Minute Cancellations 
Cancellations within 72 hours are considered last-minute cancellations, since 72 hours rarely 
allows sufficient time to fill an open checkride spot with another applicant. Last minute checkride 
cancellations often reflect poor planning, poor communication, lack of professionalism, and can 
be damaging to the student’s, instructor’s, and ATP’s reputation. 
 
The training syllabus, schedule, and checkride scheduling process are all designed to avoid 
last-minute cancellations and to facilitate a training process that values the student’s time and 
investment in the program. Instructors and students are expected to follow these guidelines 
explicitly and to communicate if there are problems in sufficient time to avoid last-minute 
cancellations. 
 
Students that cancel scheduled checkrides at the last-minute after completing the training and 
receiving their endorsements will be responsible for the full checkride fee. Multiple cancellations 
may result in program termination. 

Questions or Problems? 
Timely communication is imperative if questions or problems arise that might affect the 
scheduled checkride date. Last-minute cancellations must be avoided. 
 
Contact flight-checks@allatps.com or call (904) 595-7959 with any questions or for 
assistance in maintaining the checkride schedule. 
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Record of Changes 
9/16/13 
Amended procedure for PA44 engine failure training in cruise flight above 4000’ AGL - either 
engine may be shut down (feathered / secured) for training purposes above 4000’.  
 
9/26/13 
Clarified how to induce engine failures depending on altitude with either the throttle or mixture. 
See Inducing Simulated Engine Failures 
 
10/4/13 
Removed “right engine only” restriction while training simulated engine failures on the takeoff 
roll.  
 
12/10/13 
Added policy that prohibits photos, audio, and video recordings of training events.  
 
12/26/13 
Added policy for mandatory go-arounds.  
 
1/15/15 
Update Seminole Touch & Go Policy. 
 
1/19/15 
Update links to Maintenance Status and Maintenance Reporting Procedures 
 
4/16/15 
Added: 
SILENCING THE GEAR HORN IS NEVER ACCEPTABLE IN THE AIRPLANE OR IN THE 
SIM. TRAIN IN THE SIM AS YOU TRAIN IN THE AIRPLANE.  
 
5/5/2016 
Changed “Touch & Go and Stop & Go Landings” section to “Runway Length Requirements”. 
Included runway limitations for normal landings as well as stop & goes and touch & goes. 
Updated stop & goes from a minimum runway length of 8,000’ total length to 10,000’ total 
length. Removed stop & go clearance for single engine aircraft.  
 
5/5/16 
Removed references to the ATP iPad App. 
 
5/18/16 
Changed “Runway Length Requirements” to “Runway Requirements” 
Included minimum runway width requirement of 75’. 
Prohibited stop & goes in all aircraft.  
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9/27/16 
Removed the following excerpt: “Any questions about an aircraft’s airworthiness should be 
referred to Robert Taylor in JAX Maintenance”.  
 
3/27/17 
Added prohibition on defueling aircraft to Fuel Policy. 
 
4/19/17 
Updated Approved Oil policy. Removed outdated Exxon info. Removed outdated info about 
condensed in-flight checklists (which have been discontinued). 
 
4/21/17 
Added GATS Jar reference to Disposal of Sumped Waste Fuel procedures. 
Updated Aircraft Maintenance Logbook title to Aircraft Maintenance Reference Book 
Updated Tow Bar replacement instructions 
 
5/24/17 
Added prohibition on use of electronic checklists. 
 
5/26/17 
Added firearm policy. 
 
7/7/17 
Added requirement to restart engine no lower than 3,000’ AGL following intentional engine 
shutdown in Seminole. 
 
8/22/17 
Added requirement to calculate weight and balance manually (without use of computer 
programs or mobile apps) prior to each flight. 
 
9/14/17 
Updated language regarding engine-out training and added section on Engine-Out Approaches 
and Landings at High Density Altitudes to match bulletin issued 8-16-2017. 
 
10/19/17 
Added Checkride Scheduling and Cancellation Policy. Updated POH/AFM section to include 
cockpit reference guides and airworthiness/registration certs in list of required documentation 
not to remove from aircraft. 
 
12/4/17 
Added spin training policies re: approved instructors, approved aircraft, W&B calculation. 
 
12/12/17 
Added policy prohibiting use of tobacco products and e-cigarettes in ATP aircraft and facilities. 
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4/30/18 
Added policy prohibiting use of autopilot during solo operations. 
 
10/31/18 
Added prohibition on fuel crossfeed functionality checks. Added smart watches to list of PEDs. 
Added duration of flight limitations (from Crew Procedures and Solo training materials). 
 
5/14/19 
Adjusted runway length limitation: now 3,000’ for single-engine and 4,000’ for multiengine. 
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